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Modern Cryptography Primer: Theoretical Foundations and Practical ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	Cryptography has experienced rapid development, with major advances recently in both secret and public key ciphers, cryptographic hash functions, cryptographic algorithms and multiparty protocols, including their software engineering correctness verification, and various methods of cryptanalysis. This textbook introduces the reader to these...
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Optimal Estimation of Dynamic Systems, Second Edition (Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Mathematics & Nonlinear Science)CRC Press, 2011

	Optimal Estimation of Dynamic Systems, Second Edition highlights the importance of both physical and numerical modeling in solving dynamics-based estimation problems found in engineering systems. Accessible to engineering students, applied mathematicians, and practicing engineers, the text presents the central concepts and...
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Constant Mean Curvature Surfaces with Boundary (Springer Monographs in Mathematics)Springer, 2013

	The study of surfaces with constant mean curvature (CMC) is one of the main topics in classical differential geometry. Moreover, CMC surfaces are important mathematical models for the physics of interfaces in the absence of gravity, where they separate two different media or for capillary phenomena. Further, as most techniques used in the...
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Office 2016 For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Keep up with the latest Office technologies, and learn the fundamentals of Microsoft Office 2016!


	Office 2016 For Seniors For Dummies is the ideal resource for learning the fundamentals of the Microsoft Office suite. You'll explore the functionality of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook, establishing basic...
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Food Allergy: Adverse Reaction to Foods and Food AdditivesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Edited by world-renowned experts in the field, Food Allergy covers pediatric and adult adverse reactions to foods and food additives in one comprehensive volume. Designed to be a practical, readable reference for use in the hospital or private practice setting, the text is organized into five sections covering basic and clinical...
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Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics, 5E with STUDENT CONSULT Access Fifth Edition(Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics)Saunders, 2005

	Completely revised and updated, this reference of choice for students and practitioners offers practical guidance and the latest information on normal growth and development, along with the diagnosis, management, and prevention of common childhood diseases and disorders. Discussions of the pathophysiologic aspects of pediatric disease, the...
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Endoscopic Anatomy of the Third Ventricle: Microsurgical and Endoscopic ApproachesSpringer, 2006

	An illustrated atlas of anatomical aspects important for combinations of microsurgical and endoscopic approaches. The basis for Professor Seeger’s renowned drawings has been anatomical preparations, cadaver dissections and intraoperative pictures. The correct proportions are derived by measuring the distances of anatomical landmarks of...
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The St. Martin's Guide to WritingSt Martin Press, 2015




	Whether you have years of experience as a teacher or are new to the classroom, you and your students can count on The St. Martin’s Guide to Writing to provide the support you need in first-year composition, with a rhetoric, an array of engaging readings, a research manual, and a handbook, all in a single book...
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Techno Rebels: The Renegades of Electronic Funk (Painted Turtle)Painted Turtle, 2010

	When it was originally published in 1999, Techno Rebels became the definitive text on a hard-to-define but vital genre of music. Author Dan Sicko demystified techno's characteristics, influences, and origins and argued that although techno enjoyed its most widespread popularity in Europe, its birthplace and most important incubator was...
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Irresistible! Markets, Models, and Meta-Value in Consumer ElectronicsIBM Press, 2005
The consumer electronics industry is entering an era of extraordinary growth. The industry’s best companies will ride that wave to unprecedented success. But, today, many CE companies are struggling with business models that are simply untenable. They must change to survive: they must change even more dramatically to win.
...
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C++ CookbookO'Reilly, 2005

	Despite its highly adaptable and flexible nature, C++ is also one of the more complex programming languages to learn. Once mastered, however, it can help you organize and process information with amazing efficiency and quickness.


	The C++ Cookbook will make your path...
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Open Source Development with CVSParaglyph, 2003
The need for a modern source-code management strategy in the distributed open-source community is paramount. The benevolent dictatorship model of open-source maintainers is only quasi-stable, but it is far better than the other extreme: the chaos of democratic code development.
 The best available compromise is the concurrent versioning system...
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